
The Hazard Perception Test 

Why do you have to take a test? 

Research shows that weak hazard perception skills are the main reason why new drivers get 
involved in accidents so it’s an important area of your training. Young drivers (17-21) make up 
only 7% of all licence holders yet they are involved in up to one in seven accidents involving 
injury. The accident liability of new drivers drops sharply over the first 12 months or so after 
passing the test and continues to fall as more experience is gained. 

 As a driver, you will need to identify things on the road ahead which might develop into a 
situation that would lead you to  

1. Change speed,  
2. Change direction or 
3. Stop. 

What happens on the test? 

The hazard perception element will consist of 14 video clips. Each clip will feature real road 
scenes and developing hazards of various types such as vehicles and pedestrians. There are a 
total of 15 hazards in the test. Thirteen clips will contain one hazard and one clip will contain 
two hazards. Each hazard has a marking window and a score is awarded when you respond in that 
window. You will be asked to indicate as soon as they see a hazard developing which may result in 
the driver taking some action, such as changing speed or direction. The sooner a response is 
made the higher the score. You won't score any points if you respond outside the window. Take 
care not to continue clicking as you may receive 0 for that clip. You will be shown a short tutorial 
video about how the hazard perception element works before you start that part of the test. 
You need to score 44 points out of a possible of 75. 

Advice on passing 

1. First and most important RELAX. 
2. On the test, the only reaction you can make is to 'click' any button on the computer 

mouse.  You don’t have to move the cursor to the fault, just click on the mouse button. 
3. Look for the hazards.  When you see a potential hazard, click. If the hazard doesn't 

develop, don't click again. 
4.  If the hazard does develop, click again a few times then stop. ( Reason; if you only click 

once, you may have just missed the beginning of the window. Think of a shotgun.) 
5. Don’t keep clicking. The test programme thinks you’re trying to fool it and gives you a 0 

score. 

 

 



What To Look Out For 

Potential Hazards -  

General 

   Road signs, they often relate to a hazard ahead 

   Pedestrians - walkers, children playing, people with walking sticks 

    Cyclists and motorbikes - especially young cyclists 

    Emergency vehicles 

    Poor visibility - especially bright sun low in sky, dusk, rain and spray 

    Poor road conditions - rain, fog, ice and snow 

    Blind bends 

    Lane changing - especially vehicles swerving to avoid hazards 

    Brake lights on vehicles 

    Indicator lights flashing 

Residential Streets 

    Urban driving 

    Cars pulling out 

    Children playing near the road 

    Pedestrians stepping out from behind cars 

    Vehicles pulling out of side roads. Especially those vehicles with restricted views 

    Pedestrians crossing roads 

    Cars stopping to park 

    Oncoming traffic 

    Traffic restrictions 

    Being forced out to the middle of the road by parking cars 

 

 



Roads Near Schools 

    Children playing near the road, especially ball games 

    Children crossing without looking 

    Crossing patrols and other forms of crossings 

    Children cycling on pavements 

    Ice cream vans 

Country Roads 

    Single lane roads 

    Farm traffic and field gateways 

    Animals, especially horses and riders, cows and sheep 

    Blind bends 

    Objects in the road especially manure, mud, hay and water 

    People walking against the flow of traffic 

Motorways 

    Cars breaking down 

    Cars leaving the motorway 

    Cars changing lanes to overtake slower moving traffic 

    Cars joining the motorway 

    Emergency vehicles 

    Stationary traffic 

    Road works 

    Traffic traveling much more quickly or much more slowly than your vehicle 

How do I prepare for it? 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AHS9vQlew_M 

What happens if I fail the test? 

You will have to pay to take it again. You don’t get shot . . . Honest! You can rebook a test the 
next day and try again. It usually takes about 2 weeks to resit. 


